More WFL Football Cards: Series III and Helmets

by Bob Swick

They are back and back with even more cards and now die cut helmet cards. Greg Allred, Richie Franklin, Bill Jones, and Willie O'Burke, WFL historians and collectors are back and have issued their third series WFL football card set featuring Cards # 141 to 210 of the players with four highlight cards and twenty die cut helmet cards in another series preserving the World Football League players and teams.

I was truly impressed with the die cut helmet series. This brought back many memories for me of the 1976 Sunbeam die cut helmet series for NFL and SEC colleges. The die cut helmets are beautifully done showing each teams helmet and an informative team biography on the back of the card. They are historical in nature as one can actually view the color and helmet design of each team.

The player selection again is comprehensive and well developed. Some of the players in this new third series include Bubba Wyche, A.D. Whitfield, Len Burnham, John Matuszak, Don Maynard, Gerry Philbin, Leroy Kelly, Vince Papale, Booth Lusteg and Marty Schottenheimer to name a few. It is again a comprehensive look at both the well known and lesser know stars and players of this league.

You can find ordering information on this set at either their website WFLFootballCards.com or by checking out their ad in this issue. Again this Series III set along the die cut helmet cards are a must have in my opinion for any football card collector and collection. From a collecting perspective these cards are historical in nature and are well printed and designed. Greg Allred, Richie Franklin, Bill Jones, and Willie O'Burke again did an excellent job in printing this set of cards to preserve the history of the WFL.
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